DM (Ephesos)
Alright, bring on the recap!
Amadan
RECAP: We continued into the marsh and made our way to a distant tower. Inside, we found a crapload of crazed cultists, along with many of Mekos's kidnapped citizens. We took out the cultists of Yunelias, and eventually found their leader, Escafol. After a bit of divine intervention, Escafol was slain, and the slaves were freed. We planned to head back to Mekos first thing after rest.
DM (Ephesos)
Excellent, that works. Also, Sss-Tkss is no longer with the party. Now, we can begin.
Your return was nothing short of fantastic. Having escorted the pack of erstwhile prisoners through the swamp without any losses, you were greeted as heroes by the citizens of Mekos.
You watched as families reunited, friends rejoiced, and a few unfortunate souls mourned their losses. As you learned on the way back, some of the captives were killed by the cultists, or at least disappeared. Few deaths were actually witnessed, but the absences were felt.
It took the better part of a day to get all the returns sorted out, and to get those who were taken from other villages headed back down the right roads. You spent hours being congratulated by nearly everyone, including the village elders.
When the dust settled and the sun set, you stumbled back into The Clarion Call to compose yourselves. Unsurprisingly, Horam spends a good five minutes congratulating you before you can get a word in edgewise. However, soon you are left with food and drink, and are able to catch your breath.
(You are rewarded by several grateful parties with a total of 250 gold pieces, which is added to the party fund (no one person gets to hoard it, so don't try). Now is a good time for the party to take care of anything it needs to in town, before life gets interesting again. We will handle that on the next in-game day. So, soon.)
Amadan
I start drinking, pondering the events of the past few days.
(We're all at full, right?)
DM (Ephesos)
(Yes, everyone recovers to full health and stamina.)
Alexander
Alexander would like permission to go buy a few potions.
DM (Ephesos)
It's getting rather late tonight, and most of the shops in Mekos are now closed. Most of the shopkeepers are off reveling, celebrating the safe return of the captives.
Esstra
I'm going to stare warily at Amadan, whilst keeping as much distance between the two of us as I can. Also, alcohol.
Alexander
Alexander finds all the shops closed and returns to the inn, wishing the Mote equivalent of Walmart had come to Mekos.
DM (Ephesos)
Horam brings a fresh round of drinks to the party.
Horam
"Of course, it's all on the house tonight."
Alexander
Alexander asks for grape juice.
DM (Ephesos)
Horam nods obligingly, and fetches the juice for Alexander.
Amadan
I finish off my food and drink. "Thank you. You wouldn't happen to know if there's a temple to Liea around here, would you?"
Sawbones
"Polly," I mutter.
DM (Ephesos)
The dwarf nods at Amadan.
Horam
"Yes, there's a smallish shrine at the south end of town."
"Doesn't get a lot of use, but there's usually a devotee or two around."
Amadan
I nod. "Thank you." I then set off to visit the shrine.
Kurex
"If you didn't pray before every shot, we'd just think you're a good archer."
Esstra
Clearly troubled by the talk of Liea, I stand and speak. "Horam, is there anything I can do to help around the bar?"
Horam
"Well, we got some rats in the basement, but they make good stew, so I'm not complaining too loud."
Sawbones
"I'd like some of that stew."
Alexander
Alexander simply revels in the absence of zombies.
DM (Ephesos)
Horam fetches a bowl from a huge stewpot in the corner and hands it to Sawbones.
The evening wears on, and patrons pass in and out of the Clarion. You simply enjoy your victory.
Soon, you retire for the night.
Morning comes, and you are free to attend to your business in town.
Amadan
I look at my unmarked packet of herbs and try to identify it.
DICE
Amadan rolled 1 20-sided die: 18 (Nature)
DM (Ephesos)
The herbs are a fairly common plant used in a great deal of rituals. They offer little alchemical use.
Alexander
Alexander buys a couple healing potions and a couple stamina potions.
Amadan
I frown, then visit the alchemist.
Sawbones
I wear my amulet and open up my scroll tube.
DM (Ephesos)
Alexander and Amadan visit Mikail, who is present at his shop.
The graying old man greets you cheerfully.
Mikail
"Good to see you survived. How can I help?"
Amadan
"I was wondering if you were interested in buying these herbs." I show him the herbs.
Alexander
"I'd like to buy a couple healing elixirs, and a couple for stamina," Alexander answers.
DM (Ephesos)
He examines the packet of herbs, snorts, and hands them back.
Mikail
"I'll give you ten silver for them. Common, but useful. Not to me, but to others."
Amadan
"Sounds like a deal. Though it seems we have something in common when it comes to not having a use for them."
Mikail
"And that'll run you to... hm, let's see. You did do us all a favor by turning out those cultists. Call it 2 gold per healing potion, and 4 for a stamina potion."
DM (Ephesos)
Mikail exchanges the herbs for 10 silver pieces.
(By the way, 1 gold = 10 silver = 100 copper, like in so many RPGs before this one)
Alexander
"Sounds goods. So twelve coin total?" Alexander pays (He found some coins in the swamp, as I recall, so he uses those as much as possible, then dips into common fund - assuming that's okay for this purpose).
DM (Ephesos)
(Alexander has precisely 17 copper coins to his name. You can use party funds.)
Alexander
"It's done deal, then." (Alexander forks over 12 gold.)
Amadan
I look around. "What other kinds of potions do you have?"
DM (Ephesos)
Mikail shrugs, and waves a hand around the inside of his shop. It's insanely well-stocked, and there are more vials of strange liquids than you can possibly count.
Mikail
"You name it, there's a good chance I can make it."
Amadan
"Hmm. Anything that improves one's ability with a bow? Or resilience against both blade and magic?"
DM (Ephesos)
Mikail hands over the potions to Alexander.
Mikail
"Hm, well. I've got some that'll give you a boost of energy, so I guess there's a chance it'd make you more dextrous."
"But specifically with a bow? I'd have to brew it custom."
"And if you want stuff that'll shield you, I've got tonics that'll turn your skin to steel."
"Not literally, though. Never got that to work right."
Kurex
"What about items that replenish stamina? Surley you must have some of those."
(is there a magic shop?)
Amadan
"Alright, what would the energy boosting potion cost, and what would the steelskin tonic cost?"
DM (Ephesos)
Mikail looks at Kurex strangely.
Mikail
"Of course I have those. I sold you some before you left."
"And the energy booster is 5 per vial, and the tonic is 8. Powerful stuff, though."
DM (Ephesos)
("magic shop"?)
Sawbones
(Yeah, I need someone to identify this scroll)
DM (Ephesos)
(I mean, there are people skilled in magic. Sawbones can take you to them once we finish at Mikail's. But no shops where you can buy spells.)
Kurex
"Do you have more? I seem to remember that your stock was a mere 2 when I last tried to by some. I use them up... quickly."
Amadan
"Okay. I'd like a healing potion, two stamina potions, one of the energy boosters, and one of the tonics." (23 gold, if my math is right.)
Mikail
"Yes, I can do that."
DM (Ephesos)
Mikail hands the potions to Amadan for 23 gold.
Mikail
"And yes, I do have a few more stamina potions."
Kurex
"Good. I'd like four stamina potions."
"How much?"
Mikail
"Sixteen gold."
DM (Ephesos)
Mikail looks at Kurex suspiciously.
Mikail
"What makes you go through them so fast?"
Kurex
I hand over the 16 gold. "The potions, please"
DM (Ephesos)
He hands over the potions, not entirely convinced.
Alexander
"Kurex gets so thirsty power, he just can't help it," Alexander chimes in.
Sawbones
(I thought water and electricity didn't play well together?)
DM (Ephesos)
He drops one of the gold coins into a nearby pot.
You hear a fizzing noise, and then Mikail fishes it out with a pair of tongs.
Kurex
I eye him suspiciously, and put the potions in my pack.
Mikail
"Anything else?"
Kurex
"No, thank you."
Amadan
"No, I think I'm good."
"Thank you."
Alexander
"Thank you, sir."
Mikail
"And a good day to you as well."
DM (Ephesos)
He closes the door behind you.
Kurex
"Something about him seems shady. Have we met before?"
Amadan
"Uh, yeah. Before we went into the swamp."
I stare at Kurex curiously.
Kurex
I roll my eyes. "Never mind."
Alexander
"That was really kind of creepy how you just seemed to appear in the shop there, Kurex. I didn't realize you'd followed us or come in."
Kurex
I treat Alexander to a wide smile "For a zombie hunter, you sure are unobservant."
DM (Ephesos)
So, other party business?
Sawbones
Well, we're off to a hedge witch or something to identify my scroll.
Alexander
Alexander glares. "How dare you disparage my keen powers of observation! Cur."
Amadan
(I've got other stuff I want to do here, but I'll let others get their turn)
Kurex
I follow Sawbones. "Tell me about this witch."
Esstra
I just want to swap out my spells to learn some new ones. I want to take Heal, Simulacra, Stumble, Call Beast and Driving Rain. That's it.
DM (Ephesos)
(Duly noted on the spells.)
Alexander
Alexander turns away from Kurex huffily and follows the others.
Amadan
While the others visit a hedge witch or something, Amadan heads off to find a fletcher.
Sawbones
"Elisa? She's nice enough. I don't know enough about magic to tell you anything like that, but she's dependable. Most people go to her when they need an omen deciphered or a curse lifted."
"No great looker, though."
DM (Ephesos)
You seek out one of the pre-eminent sages in the town of Mekos, a young elf by the name of Elisa.
So we'll shift the action to Elisa's place.
Elisa's house is a small, subdued wooden house overlooking the ocean.
Luckily for you, she's at home when you get there.
Kurex
I sidle to the back of the party.
Sawbones
I knock loudly.
"Elisa? We've got some work for you!"
DM (Ephesos)
Elisa comes to the door. Dressed in a complex garb that is half cloth and half shiny bangles, it's hard to look at her when the sun isn't behind a cloud.
Elisa
"Yes, yes, what is it?"
Sawbones
"This scroll. What is it?"
Elisa
"Ah, straightforward as always, Allen."
DM (Ephesos)
She takes the scroll, and you watch her eyes flick across the parchment.
Sawbones
"Heh, yeah. Oh, and before you tell me, how much is that?"
Kurex
I eye the scroll. "Can I have a look?"
Elisa
"For you all, this one's on the house."
"And it seems to be a relatively simple spell, actually."
"Fiona's Abrasive Sphere. Brings a sphere of acid into being around you. Best used when far away from any friends who don't like acid burns."
Sawbones
"Huh, nifty. Well, thank you. Oh, and, uh, this guy wants something or other."
*whisper* "He's dodgy, watch out."
DM (Ephesos)
Elisa nods, very slightly.
Elisa
"Anything else then?"
Sawbones
"I don't think so, no. Unless-" *interrupted*"
Kurex
"I think I've been cursed. Powerfully. I'm not sure of any of the exact details. Could you try to divine the specifics for me?"
Elisa
"Of course, of course. I specialize in curse removals. Come on in."
Sawbones
I follow.
Alexander
Alexander follows them.
DM (Ephesos)
She waves you inside, to a room where copious amounts of crystal devices are spread out on every available flat surface.
Kurex
I enter.
I idly pick up and examine a device.
DICE
Kurex rolled 1 20-sided die: 19 (Magic)
Elisa
"Please don't touch those, they're valuable. And fragile."
"Just take a seat over here, and the consultation costs 3 gold. Actually removing the curse, well we'll see."
Kurex
I hand over the 3 gold.
DM (Ephesos)
She points to a simple wooden chair.
Kurex
I sit down. "I very seriously doubt you'll be able to remove it. I just want it detected."
Sawbones
"If it helps, he got it from a witch in the swamp named Tabazinth. She's a big hitter, magically. . ."
DM (Ephesos)
Elisa frowns.
Elisa
"Ah, Tabazinth. What'd you do to her? She's a strong one."
Sawbones
"I, personally, browned my nose and got to sleep inside."
Kurex
"Oh, nothing much. Just killed her master in a magical duel."
DM (Ephesos)
There's an incredibly awkward silence as Elisa almost fumbles a complex piece of metal onto the floor.
Elisa
"You... you what?"
Sawbones
"He brags like this a lot. I wouldn't take him seriously, he's. . . Not as big as he sounds."
Kurex
"Silence, Sawbones. You know full well why I'm like this."
Sawbones
I whistle.
Kurex
"As I'm sure you can tell, I make a lot of enemies. Fast"
Alexander
Alexander shakes his head and sighs at Kurex.
Elisa
"...I can see. Well, sit back and drink this."
DM (Ephesos)
She produces a potion from a pocket and hands it to Kurex.
Kurex
I shrug, and drink it.
DM (Ephesos)
Kurex abruptly passes out and slumps into the chair. Elisa sighs.
Elisa
"Is he really that bad?"
Sawbones
"He's arrogant and annoying, but I'd rather have him than not. I don't think he's. . . sinister, exactly, but I'm not about to trust him."
Elisa
"Well, fine. We'll see what he's got."
DM (Ephesos)
She picks up one of the pieces of crystal and passes it over Kurex's passed-out form.
The crystal begins to hum, and Elisa looks concerned.
Then there's a quick, rising keening noise, and the crystal cracks and splits apart in her hand.
Elisa jumps back.
Elisa
"That's... that's not good. I can't remove this."
Sawbones
"Though he did turn into a raving loony for a day or two after we got him back from- Sweet Polly!"
Alexander
"That bad, huh?"
Sawbones
"He did say as much."
Elisa
"Yes... that bad."
"I see something that looks like Tabazinth's work, but it's... very good. Very very strong. I can't remove it."
"And the other things..."
DM (Ephesos)
She shakes her head, before realizing she's still holding a handful of crystal shards.
She brushes them off into a bin next to a table.
Elisa
"I don't want to remove them. Even if I could."
Sawbones
"From what he was raving about, it sounded like he used to be a bigshot before he pissed off too many other bigshots."
DM (Ephesos)
Elisa pauses to consider this, and takes a long look at Kurex. Then she goes and fetches a scroll off of a bookshelf in the corner of the room.
Elisa
"What was his name again?"
Sawbones
"I don't know. Mages are weird. No offense."
"Kurex*"
DM (Ephesos)
She goes pale when you say the name.
Elisa
"...Kurex, you say?"
"Are you sure?"
Alexander
"Yep yep."
Sawbones
"Well, that's the name he gave. . ."
DM (Ephesos)
She quickly rolls up the scroll and puts it back. She's shaking now.
Elisa
"Get him out of my home. Right. Now."
Sawbones
"Um, is there somethin I should know?"
Elisa
"He is a very dangerous man. And he should be dead."
Sawbones
"So. . . Kill him?"
Elisa
"I leave that to you. It is not my battle to fight, I just want nothing to do with him. Ever."
Sawbones
"Can't tell me anything else?"
Alexander
"Can we...help him in any way?"
Elisa
"Help him? You want to help him?"
DICE
Kurex rolled 1 20-sided die: 1 (Waking up)
Kurex
(ouch.)
Elisa
"This man... is insane. At best."
"At worst, horribly dangerous. If you ever see him turn on you, strike him down immediately."
Sawbones
"I'll get him out now, but there was something else I wanted."
Alexander
Alexander pales. "He's not even a zombie...and yet that evil? Wow."
Elisa
"Yes, what was it? He should still be out for a while."
Sawbones
"I don't know if you do this that often, but could you enchant my scalpels? As weapons, I've found that they could use a little extra punch."
Elisa
"Well, what were you looking for specifically? One of the smiths might be better suited than I."
DM (Ephesos)
She snaps her fingers.
Elisa
"Ah, I know!"
"I'll use what I normally use to sharpen knives, just heightened and made permanent. Costs a bit more, but worth it."
Sawbones
"Sure, that sounds great."
Elisa
"Hm, thirty gold sound fair? Quite a bit of juice on my end."
Sawbones
"I can do that, sure. I've yet to see you cheat someone, so I'll take your word for it."
DM (Ephesos)
She chuckles.
Elisa
"I don't cheat people."
DM (Ephesos)
She takes your scalpels and gold, and lays the scalpels out on a table. The ritual that follows takes about ten minutes.
When she finishes, she looks a little winded, but she happily hands the scalpels back to you. Kurex starts snoring.
Sawbones
"Well, money well spent. See you later, Elisa."
I pick up Kurex, sling him over my shoulder, and leave.
Alexander
Alexander helps drag Kurex out.
DM (Ephesos)
Kurex continues sleeping as Elisa nervously watches you leave.
(Next up? Esstra? Need anything done?)
Esstra
Nope, nothing springs to mind.
Amadan
(I was looking for a fletcher.)
DM (Ephesos)
Alright, let's skip over to Amadan looking for a fletcher. Since you didn't go with Sawbones and co., roll Streetwise for it.
DICE
Amadan rolled 1 20-sided die: 13 (Streetwise)
DM (Ephesos)
Amadan manages to find a competent fletcher. He's a dwarf, and he goes by Mitch, and isn't very talkative.
Mitch
"Well?"
Amadan
"Yes, I was hoping to get some quality arrows."
"Preferably something better than the sticks I've been using for the past few days." I show him one of my 'arrows'.
DM (Ephesos)
He snorts at the sight of your hand-carved arrows.
Mitch
"Got good iron ones. Five for a gold. Steel's five for three gold."
"Cheap ones like that, wood? Twenty for a gold."
Amadan
"Hmm... How about one set of wood arrows, and three sets of Steel arrows? I believe that'd be 10 gold."
Mitch
"Yep."
DM (Ephesos)
The deal goes through.
Amadan
"Thank you. Have a nice day."
I leave.
DM (Ephesos)
Mitch nods gruffly.
Amadan
I return to the inn.
Sawbones
Me too, for that matter.
Alexander
Me three!
(Well, maybe fourth, counting Kurex)
DM (Ephesos)
You return to the inn in the early afternoon, and grab a quick meal from Horam.
As you eat, you hear a commotion from outside, roughly in the direction of the main road into town.
Alexander
Alexander attempts to use his stellar observational abilities.
DICE
Alexander rolled 1 20-sided die: 14 (Perception)
Amadan
"Are we drawing trouble, or are we just drawn to it?"
I head for the commotion.
Esstra
I stride over to the window to see if I can spot anything.
DICE
Esstra rolled 1 20-sided die: 11 (Perception)
Kurex
I snore louder.
DICE
Kurex rolled 1 20-sided die: 11 (Snoring)
DM (Ephesos)
You can't get a good look at it, but you can tell there's a crowd forming in that direction.
Kurex snores somewhat loudly.
Alexander
"Which direction is it?" Alexander asks.
DM (Ephesos)
(The direction really doesn't matter. "To the main road" is specific enough.)
Esstra
I look around at my companions. "Well, come on then."
Alexander
"Surely zombies wouldn't attack in the day like this."
Esstra
I head outside.
Alexander
Alexander heroically follows.
Amadan
I'm with Esstra.
DM (Ephesos)
When you go to investigate the commotion, you are greeted by a very strange sight. It seems that a traveling circus has arrived. At least, that's the conclusion you draw from the garishly-painted wagon that is now surrounded by a confused crowd of townspeople.
Sawbones
I sigh.
"Never a moment's rest."
DM (Ephesos)
It looks perfectly harmless from here.
Amadan
"There's a traveling circus round these parts?"
I ask Sawbones.
Alexander
"How suspicious. Right after we defeat zombies, a circus arrives." Alexander glares at the wagon.
Sawbones
"I've never seen it.:
Amadan
I try to stealthily get closer, readying my bow.
DICE
Amadan rolled 1 20-sided die: 9 (Stealth)
DM (Ephesos)
It's fairly easy for Amadan to hide himself in the crowd.
(Roll History/Streetwise if you're trying to remember it or figure out if it's legitimate.)
Esstra
I'm going to examine the wagon. Any strange markings? Runes? Glyphs?
DICE
Esstra rolled 1 20-sided die: 15 (Perception)
Alexander
Alexander attempts to use his general divination skill to sense anything about the "circus."
DICE
Alexander rolled 1 20-sided die: 11 (Divination)
DM (Ephesos)
There are runes on the wagon, but most of them look like they're just there for show. You do sense some magic, though.
Esstra
"Well, maybe somebody from one of the neighbouring towns decided to start a circus now that the cultists are gone?"
DM (Ephesos)
There are currently a few elves and a lacewing capering about in front of the wagon, shouting their own praises.
Sawbones
"I think it takes longer than the short time we've been back."
Alexander
Alexander decides now would be a wise time to cast detect undead, and does so.
DICE
Alexander rolled 1 20-sided die: 4
Esstra
"They could've been really eager. Like, really."
Sawbones
"Pining for all these years for the chance to join the traveling circus?"
Alexander
"Never assume the best of people when ZOMBIES are involved," Alexander solemnly whispers.
Esstra
"Yeah. Maybe they finally just learnt how to juggle, and got out onto the road straight away?"
Sawbones
I approach them and watch their show.
Esstra
I stay by Allen's side.
Amadan
I watch carefully within the crowd.
Alexander
Alexander tries to blend into the crowd, sneakily AND stealthily.
DICE
Alexander rolled 1 20-sided die: 12 (Stealth)
DM (Ephesos)
The elves and lacewing seem to be nothing more than acrobats, occasionally cracking a few lame puns.
It seems to be more of a teaser performance.
A dwarf wanders through the crowd with an upturned hat, collecting coins.
Esstra
As the dwarf passes, I ask him the name of the troupe.
DM (Ephesos)
The dwarf looks puzzled.
Dwarf Performer
"We don't have a name. We're just performers."
Amadan
I try to get a look inside the wagon.
DICE
Amadan rolled 1 20-sided die: 14 (Perception)
Esstra
"No grand titles? Elfy McWizard's Amazing Travelling Circus? Nothing? Shame."
Sawbones
"Um, where did you come from?"
Dwarf Performer
"We came from Risia."
"And nope, no McWizard here."
DM (Ephesos)
You can't get a close enough look at the inside of the wagon without someone noticing you.
Sawbones
"Through the marshes? Why?"
Dwarf Performer
"Nah, we went around the coast. Much safer, much more money in it."
"Who'd be stupid enough to go through the marsh?"
Esstra
"We're sorry. We're paranoid, suspicious types with a keen interest in other people's business. Here's a coin."
(I toss him a gold piece)
DM (Ephesos)
The dwarf takes the coin and heads back into the crowd.
A loud, nasal voice cuts across the sound of the crowd.
Circus Caller
"And now, the next of our wonders of wonders, The Deathly Marionette!"
Amadan
I stiffen.
Esstra
"Ah, something with a good name!"
DM (Ephesos)
You watch as a pair of musclebound dragonborn emerge from the back of the wagon, carrying a large wooden crate from the back. They open it up, and practically dump the contents out before the crowd.
Alexander
Alexander half jerks his sword of its scabbard.
DM (Ephesos)
What comes out is... a skeleton, of sorts. It's a skeleton with strands of metallic wire wrapped around some of the joints and bones, and other oddly-shaped pieces of metal jutting out of it.
At first, it appears to be just a skeleton. And then it starts moving.
It looks like it's attempting to dance, but it's doing a pitiful job.
Amadan
I eye the skeleton cautiously. "Necromancy as a performance art. Never seen that one before."
DM (Ephesos)
The motions grow increasingly jerky until it starts stumbling towards the crowd.
The crowd, understandably nervous, starts backing away from it, while the nasal voice tries to reassure everyone that it's okay.
Circus Caller
"Um, minor technical difficulties everyone, just a moment."
Amadan
I nock an arrow. "You're using necromancy for a performance? Here?! Are you insane?!"
Sawbones
I put a hand on Amadan's bow.
Alexander
Concealed within the crowd, Alexander casts hold undead.
DICE
Alexander rolled 1 20-sided die: 11
Sawbones
"Calm down."
DM (Ephesos)
Nobody seems to notice Amadan's shout.
The skeleton stiffens up, then keels over. It twitches a few times.
Amadan
"Calm down? They're trying to control skeletons right next to the freakin' Blood Marsh!"
Sawbones
"And? So did Tabazinth."
Amadan
"Tabazinth was competent!"
Sawbones
"It's not like it interferes with necromancy."
DM (Ephesos)
One of the elves walks over and pokes the skeleton.
Sawbones
"Besides, look at that thing. It's harmless."
DM (Ephesos)
The nasal voice of the caller comes back again.
Alexander
Overhearing, Alexander declares "Zombies are NEVER harmless, Sawbones."
Amadan
"Harmless... That thing has more metal on it then those warrior skeletons at the cultist tower..."
Circus Caller
"Sorry, folks, we're working on the problem."
Sawbones
"It's a skeleton, though, so we're okay."
DM (Ephesos)
The crowd starts to dissipate a little, to the annoyance of the performers.
Sawbones
"Sure, in wires."
DM (Ephesos)
One of the big dragonborn walks up and kicks the skeleton in the back of the ribs.
Alexander
"You don't understand. Zombies, skeletons, they all derive from the same foul root!"
Dragonborn Performer
"Work, damn you!"
Amadan
I grit my teeth, half-tempted to disintegrate the thing on the spot.
DM (Ephesos)
The skeleton abruptly clambers to its feet, and tries to bludgeon the surprised dragonborn.
The dragonborn manages to duck, but steps back.
Esstra
I quickly cast my turn undead ability
Sawbones
I hold onto the bow.
DICE
Esstra rolled 1 20-sided die: 19 (Turning)
Amadan
"I hate it when I'm right."
I cast Detrimentum on the skeleton.
DICE
Amadan rolled 1 20-sided die: 2
Alexander
Alexander casts hold undead.
DICE
Alexander rolled 1 20-sided die: 13
DM (Ephesos)
In a blinding flash of light, the skeleton is turned to dust. Bits of metal fall to the ground, sounding like the world's most morbid wind chimes.
There's a "thbppt" noise as Amadan's spell fizzles, and Alexander's no longer has a target.
Alexander
"Maybe you should drop the necromancy and go into the morbid windchimes business."
Sawbones
I curse and try to get to the wires on the ground.
Esstra
I run up to the dragonborn. "Are you alright?"
"What happened?"
DM (Ephesos)
The performers seem very agitated now. One of the elves is practically in tears.
Elf Performer
"You... you destroyed it!"
Alexander
Alexander tries to resume being stealthy.
DICE
Alexander rolled 1 20-sided die: 3 (Stealth)
Sawbones
"I apologize, I do, my friends are. . . idiots. Yes, idiots."
DM (Ephesos)
Seeing as the rest of the crowd took the blinding light as a sign to be going somewhere else, it's pretty hard to maintain any stealth now.
Esstra
"It tried to take off your head!"
Alexander
"It was dangerous! It could have killed someone! We just saved this town from undead attacks! We'll not let you destroy it!"
DM (Ephesos)
The dragonborn looks at you oddly. Particularly at the snoring form of Kurex.
He shouts rather loudly.
Dragonborn Performer
"Do you have any idea how hard it was to get that thing running?"
DM (Ephesos)
This is enough to wake Kurex.
Sawbones
"Shut up, Alex! And Esstra, I expect you to compensate these performers!"
Esstra
I glare at Sawbones.
Amadan
"Allen, the thing just tried to attack one of the performers."
Dragonborn Performer
"If you think I can't defend against that flimsy thing, then I've got a few words for you."
Kurex
"DAMMIT!"
"What just happenned? Have I ceen cursed again?"
DM (Ephesos)
The other acrobats try to calm down the crying elf.
Sawbones
"Yes, after Alex cast a spell on it!"
Alexander
Alexander stares back. "I did no harm. A hold undead spell would have merely held the thing in place."
Sawbones
I drop Kurex.
Esstra
"From what I saw," I say, turning to the dragonborn, "All it looked like to me was a skeleton with a bit of metal strapped to it to control it. And a fine job it was doing, too."
DM (Ephesos)
The lacewing acrobat shakes his head.
Lacewing Performer
"The metal was helping hold it together."
Esstra
"You'd have had more luck keeping a dire eagle on a leash."
Alexander
"Have you used it before, successfully?"
DM (Ephesos)
One of the elves takes a break from consoling her fellow acrobat.
Kurex
I quickly assess the situation.
Elf Performer
"No, we just found it a few days ago."
Kurex
"What just happenned?"
Esstra
"You didn't make it?"
Alexander
"Then it's not much of a loss to you anyway. But tell me...where did you find it?"
DM (Ephesos)
The dragonborn snorts.
Dragonborn Performer
"Do we look like necromancers? We're perfectly harmless."
"It was barely moving under its own power, we thought we could use it."
Amadan
"Again, are you out of your freaking minds? Do you realize where you are?"
Alexander
"What??? You find a wandering skeleton and think you can just adopt it???"
"It's UNDEAD!!!"
Sawbones
"It's a magical construct. It's not unheard of."
DM (Ephesos)
A bleary-eyed dwarf steps out of the wagon.
Martha
"Unh... what happened?"
Alexander
"I hereby give my expert zombie-slaying opinion that you shouldn't do this again."
DM (Ephesos)
The dwarf sees the pile of metal, and shrieks.
Martha
"What did you do to it?!"
Amadan
"I-" I pause. "Expert zombie-slaying opinion?"
"There's actually such a thing as an expert zombie-slaying opinion?"
Sawbones
"No. Expecially not from him."
Alexander
Alexander glares. "Don't make me cast detect undead on you!"
Amadan
I glance at Alexander. "And what would that do, exactly?"
Kurex
I stare at the group, mildly facinated by the dysfunctionality.
Alexander
"You'd suffer unspeakable consequences."
Amadan
"Such as being not undead?"
Kurex
"And when I am unconcious for five minutes, you all fall apart?"
DM (Ephesos)
The dwarf steps up to Alexander. She's wearing chainmail, and looks incredibly angry.
Martha
"Did you destroy the marionette?"
Esstra
"No. That was I."
Sawbones
"No, she did."
DM (Ephesos)
The other performers seem to back away from her as she approaches.
Amadan
I watch the dwarf warily.
Martha
"Why the hells did you do that?"
Esstra
"Your companions here lost control of it. As it headed for the crowd, we stunned it, at first, but then it broke loose of the hold spell that we'd cast."
"Unless you wanted your troupe to get a reputation for killing it's audience, I'd say we did you a favour."
DM (Ephesos)
She clasps a hand to her forehead, muttering something you can't quite make out.
The dragonborn tries to approach her.
Dragonborn Performer
"It's okay, Martha, we can just do the normal act."
DM (Ephesos)
Martha shakes a hand at him, waving him off.
Alexander
"You must understand, it wouldn't have gone over well here anyway. The town was only just saved from a string of undead attacks."
DICE
Alexander rolled 1 20-sided die: 16 (Diplomacy)
DM (Ephesos)
She calms down noticeably.
Martha
"Alright, alright. Fine. It was a pain to control it anyway. But for the love of the gods, you could've at least said something before destroying it!"
Alexander
"Where did you find this thing, exactly?"
Kurex
I attempt to examine the remains.
DICE
Kurex rolled 1 20-sided die: 4
Amadan
I put away my bow. "I apologize, but you really need to have some skill with necromancy to actually control these things. Far as I can tell, they default to eating random people when they aren't properly controlled."
Martha
"We found it wandering around on the coast to the north. Seemed to be doing it under its own power, but it was pretty unwieldy."
"I can do a bit of magic, fortune-telling mostly, and I was able to control it. Somewhat."
"It's draining."
Amadan
"I can imagine."
Martha
"I thought we had it working."
Kurex has joined this chat.
Alexander
Alexander eyes the skeleton warily. "Undead may work, but usually against you, not for you."
Amadan
Nature check on the skeleton to determine what it once was.
DICE
Amadan rolled 1 20-sided die: 12 (Nature)
DM (Ephesos)
With nothing left of the skeleton itself, it's impossible to tell what it was.
Or how it worked, for that matter.
Amadan
(Oh, right. Duh. *facepalm*)
Kurex
I attetmpt to probe the residual magic around the skeleton to divine its creator/purpose.
DICE
Kurex rolled 1 20-sided die: 12
Alexander
Alexander imitates Kurex.
DICE
Alexander rolled 1 20-sided die: 5
DM (Ephesos)
Neither of you has the slightest clue.
Kurex
I eye Alexander, and then smack him in the face.
Esstra
"Why are you trying to divine where it's from? As far as I know there's only one place around here which mass produces undead abominations."
Kurex
"Don't try to mock me."
Amadan
Concerned, I ask Martha, "Did you see anything else odd around where you got the skeleton?"
Kurex
"And since when are you an expert on the creation of skeletons? From what I've seen, we've encountered at least three entities capable of generating skeletons."
"Tazabinth, the crypt necromancer, and the cultists" (ticking off on fingers)
Esstra
"Yes. And where did we see them all?"
Martha
"No, that's the weird thing. It was wandering around on its own, and there was no way we were going to look for more of them."
Kurex
'And, what's more, we're stil unsure where the wights are coming from."
Alexander
"Perhaps we should take a stroll up north and see if there are any tracks, or more creatures."
Kurex
"Simply pinpointing there location as "the Blood marsh" is unhelpful in the extreme."
Esstra
"What were you expecting? To divine a zip code from some bone dust?!"
Amadan
"What's a zip code?"
Alexander
"There there Kurex, just because you're not an expert zombie-slayer like me doesn't mean you have to be so grumpy."
Esstra
I shrug at Amadan.
Martha
"Well, look. It's not like we had any ulterior motives here, you've got to understand."
"We just thought it'd be a good act. Maybe if we got it good enough, it'd be a good clown."
Kurex
"That reminds me, would anyone care to enlighten me as the the witch's diagnosis?"
Esstra
"She said you're an ass. Wasted 3 gold on that."
Alexander
"I read about zip codes once in a book of divination magic. They sounded like a spell to help you tell where to send messages. Or something."
Martha
"I swear, we're harmless. Perfectly harmless."
Amadan
"Just be a little more careful next time, okay?"
Sawbones
"You've got a lot of magic stuff on you, you're crazy, we should all hate and distrust you, and kill you if you so much as annoy us ever again. Oh, and she couldn't do anything."
DM (Ephesos)
By now, the rest of the performers look like they've finally taken time to think about what they've been toying with.
Esstra
"Of course she couldn't. You can't use magic to cure personality flaws."
Kurex
"Of course not. Based on her history, it's take at least an archmage, maybe a grandmaster, to remove any of Tazabinth's enchantments."
Sawbones
"Apparently, someone tried, with him."
"Oh, there was a lot of stuff not from Tab."
Kurex
"Yeah, that was from me, mainly."
Alexander
Alexander speaks to the performers. "You seem like decent folk, simply mislead by this foul undead. Let that be a lesson to you: the root of evil tastes terrible. It doesn't pay very well, either."
Kurex
"It is annoying to not be able to break one's own spells. That's why I'm here in the first place."
DM (Ephesos)
One of the elves mutters.
Elf Performer
"Well, it would've paid off just fine if you hadn't vaporized it."
Amadan
"Assuming you survived long enough for it to pay off."
Sawbones
"The thing was a wreck. I doubt it could have hurt anyone. Much."
Kurex
"Regrettably, the only ones able to remove her enchantemnt either hate me and tried to kill me, or are so terrified of those that are my enemies that they wouldn't dare try it unless I could protect them. Which I definitly could not. So, it's a vicious cycle." I sigh.
"What?"
DM (Ephesos)
Another elf clears his throat.
Elf Performer
"We're tougher than that! Don't you know who we are?"
Amadan
"...Honestly, no, I don't."
Alexander
"No, do tell."
DM (Ephesos)
He begins to sing.
Elf Performer
"Ooooooh, we're the perfectly ponderous players---"
DM (Ephesos)
Another elf knocks him upside the head, and he stops singing.
Martha sighs.
Martha
"No singing. Please, no singing."
Alexander
"Well, we are actually minor local celebrities, so maybe we could spread the word that you're in town and build the audience a little? A fair deal for you?"
Amadan
I fidget slightly.
DM (Ephesos)
Martha shakes her head.
Martha
"We make our own publicity... which occasionally doesn't work out so well, I'll admit, but yeah."
Kurex
"What? I am not stooping to shilling for circus players!"
DM (Ephesos)
The dragonborn steps over towards Kurex.
Dragonborn Performer
"Care to repeat that?"
Alexander
Alexander turns to his companions. "Then let us go explore to...which direction as it is? Well, you know, that way, and see if we can any clues to this skeleton."
DM (Ephesos)
Martha helpfully points north.
Alexander
"Yes, that way!"
Sawbones
"Um, no?"
"Not without pay."
Alexander
"But they are UNDEAD!"
Esstra
"Payment for what?"
Sawbones
"And I don't see any pay in that."
Amadan
I pause and glance at Allen. "Payment for what?"
Sawbones
"There are undead everywhere!"
"That's the point. We wouldn't get paid."
Kurex
I eye the dragonborn "Threaten me again, and you'll wing up a pile of fizzing ash!"
DICE
Kurex rolled 1 20-sided die: 5 (Intimidate)
DM (Ephesos)
The dragonborn ignores the threat, and simply stands over Kurex, casting a shadow over him.
Dragonborn Performer
"A mage, eh? Want to know what I've learned about mages? They're squishy."
DM (Ephesos)
He mashes his hands together for emphasis.
Sawbones
Noticing the confrontation, Allen steps over.
Amadan
I sigh. "I might as well. I was planning to head out into the Blood Marsh tomorrow to find spots where herbs grow, but I suppose I can look north as well."
Kurex
(Oh, now he's asking for it!)
Sawbones
"Please, please, calm down. He's. . . not right in the head."
"Can't help it, something wrong with him. Magic messed him up upstairs, eh?"
DM (Ephesos)
The dragonborn glares at Sawbones, and steps back.
Kurex
I give the dragonborn a deadly look, and sweep haughtily away from the confrontation.
Sawbones
"Uh, well, then, I think we're done here?"
Amadan
I shrug. "I suppose."
DM (Ephesos)
Martha shrugs back.
Martha
"Well, like I said, we found that thing out north. We didn't see any signs of whatever made it, though."
DM (Ephesos)
She motions to the rest of the circus.
Martha
"Alright, pack it up! Let's go find a better place to set up for the show!"
Kurex
I idly toss a pair of gold coins into the hat.
Amadan
I turn to Alexander. "I suppose you'll want to depart immediately?"
Alexander
I nod.
Kurex
I lead north
Amadan
I check my equipment over to make sure it's all present and accounted for.
Then I follow Kurex.
Alexander
I follow.
DM (Ephesos)
You strike out to the north, along the grayish beaches that are so characteristic of Risis.
Kurex
"To avoid greater disaster, on the scale of last time, I've decided that I should give you some of my security."
Amadan
"Security?"
DM (Ephesos)
There's a very rough road here, presumably leading to some of the smaller settlements on the island.
Kurex
I hand each member one of my 5 healing potion
"I don't want anybody dying on me."
Sawbones
"Well, that's. . . uncharacteristically prudent. Thank you."
Alexander
"And, in case someone does die, I will be here to kill their zombie."
Amadan
"That... sweet of you, Alex."
Sawbones
"I'd rather you kept my zombie as a pet, and taught it to lust after zombie flesh, rather than human."
"Just saying."
Amadan
I watch carefully for herb patches as we go.
DICE
Amadan rolled 1 20-sided die: 6 (Nature)
Amadan
(Bah)
I keep traveling up the road.
DM (Ephesos)
Amadan doesn't find any useful herbs.
Kurex
I perform minor cantrips for the enjoyment of the party.
DICE
Kurex rolled 1 20-sided die: 20
Kurex
(...)
Alexander
(HA.)
Kurex
(there hads better be a morale bonus involved)
(This reminds me of my critically dramatic victory pose.)
Sawbones
My life changes forever due to the beauteous cascade of illusions flowing from Kurex's hands.
DM (Ephesos)
Kurex puts on an astounding display that seems to attract the attention of some dire eagles, which begin circling high above the party.
Kurex
(really?)
Sawbones
(Sweet!)
DM (Ephesos)
There are no landmarks out here, but then again, there aren't any major settlements that you know of in the vicinity.
Amadan
"Nice going, alerting everyone and their dog that we're out here."
Sawbones
I break down into tears.
DM (Ephesos)
On the plus side, everyone is really really impressed by the cantrips.
Amadan
Any trees nearby?
DM (Ephesos)
There's a pretty thick forest off to your right (east).
Amadan
I duck into the forest to avoid the eagles.
DM (Ephesos)
It would not be difficult at all to seek shelter there, and the eagles seem to realize this. They peel off from the circle and go elsewhere.
Amadan
Oh.
Nevermind.
Kurex
"Spooky forest? Let's explore!"
Amadan
"I thought we were looking for signs of where the wandering skeleton came from?"
Kurex
"The forest seems as good a placer as any for a necromancer to hide in."
DM (Ephesos)
After wandering north for a few hours, you do find that there are rather more bones on the ground than normal.
Kurex
(Normal!?)
(There is a normal level of bones on the ground?)
Amadan
I examine the bones.
DICE
Amadan rolled 1 20-sided die: 7
Alexander
I cast Detect Undead.
DICE
Alexander rolled 1 20-sided die: 16
Amadan
(You may say my rolling sucks, but lets be honest here. Which is worse? Blowing rolls at a time like this, or when there's a shambling hulk of a zombie trying to eat your brains?)
DM (Ephesos)
The bones are a mix of animal and... not animal. Hard to tell what else. Occasional bones on the road aren't too unusual, at least animal bones.
Kurex
I try to sense any hostile magic in the area
DICE
Kurex rolled 1 20-sided die: 20
Kurex
(There it is again.)
Amadan
(...)
Kurex
"Someone has been using magic here. It's relativly recent. I think we should head further east."
Amadan
"If you say so."
I follow Kurex.
Kurex
"Be on your guard. This could be dangerous"
Esstra
i follow too.
DM (Ephesos)
You stomp on through the trees, keeping alert for any signs of trouble.
(Roll Perception)
DICE
Amadan rolled 1 20-sided die: 15 (Perception)
Sawbones rolled 1 20-sided die: 13 (Perception)
Esstra rolled 1 20-sided die: 12 (Perception)
Kurex rolled 1 20-sided die: 7 (Perception)
Alexander rolled 1 20-sided die: 16 (Perception)
DM (Ephesos)
You continue marching, both relieved and suspicious of the calm.
The farther into the forest you go, the more bones you seem to find.
Kurex
I draw my sword
Amadan
I ready my bow.
DM (Ephesos)
A dire eagle calls out from somewhere above you.
Alexander
I cast Detect Undead.
DICE
Alexander rolled 1 20-sided die: 14
DM (Ephesos)
You practically trip over the corpse of a goblin as you keep walking.
Kurex
I examine the corpse
Amadan
I keep an eye out for any attackers.
Alexander
I draw my sword and prepare to kill it in case it comes alive.
Sawbones
Being the doctor, I also examine the corpse.
Amadan
"It'd figure that the moment we clear out the cultists, someone else would move in."
DM (Ephesos)
The corpse has plenty of slash-wounds on it, but it's not clear what caused them.
In any case, the corpse appears to have completely bled out.
Esstra
Shall we continue?
Amadan
"Let's keep moving."
I lead further east.
Alexander
I follow, sniffing the air for the scent of undead.
I jerk my head up.
"Something in the bushes."
(or trees)
Amadan
I raise my bow, nocking one of my wooden arrows. "You sure?"
Alexander
"I heard something up ahead. I'm sure of it." I draw my sword.
Amadan
I strafe to the side, trying to get a different angle on whatever Alex seems to have found.
DM (Ephesos)
You can't quite see the source of the commotion, as the brush up ahead is very thick.
You're just lucky that most of the snow from a few days ago has melted.
Amadan
I whisper, "If you're waiting for me to approach it, you're going to be waiting a very long time."
DM (Ephesos)
As you wait for some sign of what's going on, you see four more skeletons charge out of the brush at you. All of them have the same metallic additions that the one "controlled" by the circus did.
Esstra
"Well, now you dont have to."
DM (Ephesos)
They don't carry weapons, but they do seem to have long, sharp metallic claws.
Amadan
"Ah, for the love of... why is it always skeletons?!"
I cast Detrimentum on one of the skeletons.
DICE
Amadan rolled 1 20-sided die: 8
Alexander
I charge at the nearest one and attempt to cleave it apart through the spine.
DICE
Alexander rolled 1 20-sided die: 6
Alexander
(No!)
Esstra
I swing with my hammer.
DICE
Esstra rolled 1 20-sided die: 4
Esstra
(Oh boy.)
Sawbones
As much as I would like to try my new scalpels, bonesaw.
DICE
Sawbones rolled 1 20-sided die: 12
DM (Ephesos)
Amadan's spell ricochets off a tree and fizzles.
Alexander's blade bounces off of a metal rod reinforcing the skeleton's spine.
Esstra misses the skeleton as it shambles around the blow.
Sawbones's bonesaw also deflects off of the nearest skeleton, but it seems to at least take a chunk of bone off with it.
Kurex
I cast Magic Missle on the nearest zombie.
DICE
Kurex rolled 1 20-sided die: 18
DM (Ephesos)
Kurex's missile collides with a skeleton's arm, sending it spinning off into the trees. The skeleton continues advancing with just the one arm.
Two of the skeletons converge on Alexander, and he manages to dodge one of them. However, the other rakes its metal claws across his unprotected back, dealing 6 damage.
Esstra manages to dodge the one that attacked her.
And Sawbones parries an attack from the fourth skeleton.
Amadan
"Hey! Two on one isn't fair!" I fire another Detrimentum spell at one of the skeletons attacking Alexander.
DICE
Amadan rolled 1 20-sided die: 5
Amadan
(Why do these dice hate me?)
Sawbones
Aim for the pelvic joint, try and topple it.
DICE
Sawbones rolled 1 20-sided die: 13
Esstra
I leap to Alexander's rescue, and try to smash the skeletons around him.
DICE
Esstra rolled 1 20-sided die: 16
Kurex
Could I hit them all with a stun spell, without hitting the party?
DM (Ephesos)
(To hit all of them without the party, it'd take at least 1 stamina.)
Amadan's spell goes wide once more.
Kurex
Never mind, then. Burning Hands on the one I already hit.
DICE
Kurex rolled 1 20-sided die: 5
DM (Ephesos)
Sawbones manages to knock down the skeleton that was attacking him. There's a squeal of metal, and a chunk of unidentifiable metal flies off of the construct.
Esstra disengages from the skeleton attacking her, and knocks one of the ones attacking Alexander back a few steps.
Alexander
I kick at the rib of one of the skeletons attacking me.
DICE
Alexander rolled 1 20-sided die: 19
DM (Ephesos)
Kurex's spell fizzles as he tries to cast it.
Alexander lashes out at the closest ribcage, and his foot connects with something metallic. It hurts, a lot.
However, the skeleton he hit crumples to the ground.
This time, two skeletons lunge at Esstra, and both manage to land hits. Esstra takes 11 damage.
Esstra
"Dammit!"
DM (Ephesos)
The third skeleton tries to stand up, but Sawbones seems to have knocked something vital loose, and it only falls back down, flailing helplessly at the targets that are just out of reach.
The last skeleton does not move.
Amadan
(Holy crap)
Sawbones
Save Esstra!
DICE
Sawbones rolled 1 20-sided die: 6
Sawbones
Meh, maybe not.
Amadan
I fire on one of the skeletons attacking Esstra with Detrimentum. Third time's a charm, right?
DICE
Amadan rolled 1 20-sided die: 6
Kurex
Burning hands again, on whichever seems weaker.
DICE
Kurex rolled 1 20-sided die: 10
Alexander
I kick at one of Esstra's attackers.
DICE
Alexander rolled 1 20-sided die: 10
Esstra
I cast healing on myself.
DICE
Esstra rolled 1 20-sided die: 4
Esstra
(Blaaaah!)
DM (Ephesos)
Sawbones abandons his crippled target and lunges at the skeletons attacking Esstra. However, the bonesaw clangs harmlessly off a metal joint in the leg.
Amadan's spell goes wide yet again, even missing the nearby trees.
Kurex
I meant to attack one that's still standing.
In case that was unclear.
DM (Ephesos)
Kurex successfully shoots a sheet of flame out at one of the skeletons menacing Esstra, scorching some of the bones.
Alexander attempts to kick one of the attackers, but his foot bounces painfully off of a protruding metal rod. It seems to not be terribly effective, relative to an actual weapon.
Esstra heals herself for 6, at the cost of a stamina point.
The disabled skeleton drags itself over to Sawbones and slashes at his legs for 3 damage.
The other two split their attention between Esstra and Alexander, striking each of them. Esstra takes 3 damage, Alexander is caught unaware for 7.
Esstra
I strike my hammer down on the skeleton attacking me. Spend one stamina.
DICE
Esstra rolled 1 20-sided die: 15
Amadan
"Screw it." I chuck my shield at one of the skeletons.
DICE
Amadan rolled 1 20-sided die: 16
Sawbones
Smash the crawling one.
DICE
Sawbones rolled 1 20-sided die: 16
Kurex
I cast Burning Hands on the skeleton that attacked Esstra.
DICE
Kurex rolled 1 20-sided die: 4
DM (Ephesos)
Esstra successfully smashes the skull of one of her attackers, but it doesn't fall.
Alexander
I ram the hilt of my sword into the skull of the nearest skeleton.
DICE
Alexander rolled 1 20-sided die: 11
DM (Ephesos)
Amadan then manages to strike that same skeleton with his shield, knocking it off balance.
Sawbones successfully cripples one of the arms of the already-weakened skeleton.
Kurex's spell fizzles, and Alexander successfully bludgeons the skull of the only skeleton that is still standing and has a head.
Amadan
(Well at least I hit.)
DM (Ephesos)
The skeleton on the ground flails around pathetically, but misses everyone.
The headless skeleton stumbles around for a moment, eventually catching Sawbones with a claw for 6 damage. The other skeleton flails at Alexander, but was too disoriented by the hilt to the head.
Esstra
I swing my hammer directly into the chest of the headless target.
DICE
Esstra rolled 1 20-sided die: 7
Sawbones
Finish the one on the ground.
DICE
Sawbones rolled 1 20-sided die: 5
Sawbones
*Sigh*
Amadan
Realizing I have little else to throw, I cast Detrimentum on the strongest one remaining.
DICE
Amadan rolled 1 20-sided die: 15
Alexander
I once again smash my hilt into the skeleton.
DICE
Alexander rolled 1 20-sided die: 19
Kurex
I advance on the standing skeleton, and attack it with my sword. (I still have a sword, right?)
DICE
Kurex rolled 1 20-sided die: 19
DM (Ephesos)
Esstra sends a chunk of bone flying into the woods. A relatively unimportant chunk, but a chunk nonetheless.
Sawbones cuts the last limb off of the skeleton on the ground. Its ribcage shudders pathetically.
Amadan's spell finally hits home, disintegrating the ribcage of the headless skeleton. It tumbles to the ground.
Simultaneously, Alexander smashes the last standing skeleton while Kurex comes up and slices through its reinforced spine. It falls to the ground in two pieces.
The crippled skeleton tries to wiggle its ribcage threateningly at you, clacking its jaw in an eerie but ultimately non-threatening rhythm.
It's equal parts funny, horrific, and pathetic.
Kurex
I grab a nearby stone, and throw it at that last skeleton.
DICE
Kurex rolled 1 20-sided die: 2
Amadan
I cast Detrimentum on it to finish it off.
DICE
Amadan rolled 1 20-sided die: 19
Amadan
(NOW I get the high number?! NOW?!?)
(Yeesh.)
DM (Ephesos)
You easily crush the pathetic excuse for an undead construct.
Amadan
I recover my shield.
Then I shake my head. "I don't know what was wrong with me... Ever since the tower, my spells haven't been working quite right."
DM (Ephesos)
You hear a crack of thunder from off to the west.
Sawbones
"Liea's calling in your debt, eh?"
Esstra
I glance nervously at Sawbones as he says that, and then look out towards the west.
"Sounds like a storm. We should find shelter."
Kurex
"Where?"
Amadan
"I somehow doubt that. Why mess with spellcasting?"
I peer around for any signs of shelter.
DICE
Amadan rolled 1 20-sided die: 14 (Perception)
DM (Ephesos)
A brief period of searching reveals a granite outcropping sticking up out of the ground. There's a moderate-sized overhang that looks like decent shelter.
(Also, you have your tent.)
Amadan
(Ah, right. Tent.)
(The tent that's tattered and likely has leaks.)
DM (Ephesos)
(Yes, that tent.)
Amadan
I set up my tent under the outcropping.
Sawbones
After we all cram into the tent, I try and sew up some of the more annoying holes, using l33t surgeon skills.
Esstra
Is it raining yet?
DM (Ephesos)
It's not raining yet, but it's cold enough out that you're not sure it'll be rain.
Esstra
If not, I'm going to stand on top of the outcropping and look around. Can I see any structures?
DICE
Esstra rolled 1 20-sided die: 19 (Perception)
DM (Ephesos)
You can't see any signs of structures. At least, none big enough to stick above the treeline.
Alexander
While we rest I exchange the spell Contagion for Repel Spirit.
Amadan
I keep watch.
DM (Ephesos)
So, is the party resting?
Amadan
(Seems so, and I'm keeping watch)
DICE
Amadan rolled 1 20-sided die: 10 (Perception)
Esstra
I'll take a second watch if one is needed.
Amadan
I look at Esstra. "You need rest."
Esstra
"I'll be fine. I just need patching up."
Sawbones
"Cue me."
FA on Esstra.
DICE
Sawbones rolled 1 20-sided die: 2 (First Aid)
Amadan
"Esstra, don't worry about it."
Esstra
I heal myself from the damage Allen did...
DICE
Esstra rolled 1 20-sided die: 3
Esstra
(Blah)
And then for the second watch
DICE
Esstra rolled 1 20-sided die: 10 (Perception)
Sawbones
And FA on me.
DICE
Sawbones rolled 1 20-sided die: 18 (First Aid)
Amadan
(Ha!)
Sawbones
(Heh, I do it right where it counts.)
DM (Ephesos)
Sawbones takes a rather long time to patch Esstra up, managing to heal only 3 hp. However, he heals himself for 7.
In doing so, he expends two charges from his kit.
Esstra heals herself for a further 4 hp, spending one stamina in the process.
As you settle down to rest, the storm you saw approaching from out over the ocean comes in, dumping thick snow onto you.
It begins to pile up as you settle in to rest.
Esstra
I go around and wake my compantions up.
"Guys, it's snowing. A lot."
DM (Ephesos)
It's the middle of the night. Snow is coming down rather hard.
Kurex
"Brilliant deduction! I applaud you!"
Amadan
I jerk awake, grab my sword, and bring it about. "Gnoll lots?! Where?!"
DM (Ephesos)
A lot of it has piled up around your tent and the overhang... in some areas it's deeper than a foot.
Sawbones
"Ah, crap."
Amadan
I blink confusedly.
Esstra
"I'm sorry, Kurex, I should have let it bury us."
Amadan
I put my sword away and look at the snow.
DM (Ephesos)
It's dead silent aside from your voices. However, this only makes the sound of the falling snow seem louder.
The snow appears to be normal snow. Cold, water-based, white.
Kurex
"What do you suggest we do? Hang on a bit while I proceed to control the weather in order to make your watch more comfortable..."
Esstra
"..."
Amadan
I eat some snow.
DM (Ephesos)
The snow tastes much like you would expect. Cold, watery, and flavorless.
(Btw, everyone recovers 3 hp and 2 stamina from the rest they've had so far.)
Kurex
"Hey, Amdan, given how tight you and Liea are, how 'bout some divine favors to me our sleep more comfy? I'm sure Esstra would appreciate it."
Amadan
I stare at Kurex. "Liea does not work that way. Nor do I, for that matter."
Esstra
I stamp off onto the overhang.
Kurex
"She sure seems able and willing to ablige your every wish, though."
I sigh.
I walk a ways off and create a magical fire.
Amadan
I mutter. "If that were the case, I would not be camping in a forest full of snow."
DM (Ephesos)
The fire melts through the snow.
Kurex
I then proceed to gradually move it closer to the camp, to warm us up.
"Happy?"
DM (Ephesos)
The melts through the snow, eventually causing a large puddle of ice-cold water to form under the overhang.
Amadan
"No. No I am not."
I climb a nearby tree.
I take 10.
Kurex
"Well, I am. You seem to have an ability to play tricks with fire. Why not try yourself?"
Sawbones
I die of pneumonia.
DM (Ephesos)
Very slowly, Amadan manages to climb one of the snow-laden trees in the area.
Kurex
I roll my eyes and attempt to make the fire hotter.
DICE
Kurex rolled 1 20-sided die: 9
Amadan
I look at the sky. How long does this weather pattern look to hold out?
DM (Ephesos)
The fire gets hotter, melting more of the surrounding snow, causing more water to flow in under the overhang.
You can't tell, it's snowing too hard to see the clouds. Also, it is dark.
Amadan
(And now I'm glad I'm up a tree.)
DM (Ephesos)
Some of the water under the overhang starts to freeze.
Sawbones
I shuffle off into the night, cursing and looking for a new place to sleep.
Amadan
Seeing what Kurex had done, I simply settle down in the tree for the rest of the night.
Kurex
(Can I attempt to make some of the ice and water into a barrier for the snow?)
(with magic, of course?)
DM (Ephesos)
(It's not exactly your specialty. You can certainly try.)
Sawbones goes and finds a somewhat slightly not really sheltered spot beneath a fallen tree.
Amadan just tries to not fall out of the tree.
Alexander
I hastily leave the overhang before I get frozen inside.
DM (Ephesos)
Esstra returns to the overhang, dusted with a lot of snow.
Esstra
"Well, it looks like you have this all in hand, Kurex..."
Kurex
I try to form the water and ice into a barrier against the snow, extinguishing the fire
DICE
Kurex rolled 1 20-sided die: 19
Esstra
"It's pretty heavy out there, guys."
DM (Ephesos)
Kurex extinguishes the fire, but it seems the damage has been done. There's now about an inch of ice on the ground around the tent under the overhang.
He manages to move some of the snow away from the overhang, but his powers just aren't suited to shaping ice.
Esstra
I sigh, and attempt to create a new tent with Simulacra. I'll spend a stamina point.
DICE
Esstra rolled 1 20-sided die: 15
DM (Ephesos)
Esstra waves her hands, and fabricates a similar tent seemingly from nothing. It seems like it might even be in better condition.
(Where, btw?)
Esstra
Beneath a tree, away from the ice.
DM (Ephesos)
The tent appears behind a reasonably-thick pair of trees.
Kurex
I sigh. I walk over and settle in the tent.
DM (Ephesos)
So, Sawbones is under a tree, Amadan's in a tree, Esstra's in the new tent with Kurex, and Alexander is out in the snow?
Amadan
Seems like it.
Alexander
I shiver. "It's too cold to sleep. I'll take next watch if you guys want to rest."
DM (Ephesos)
Okay. Sawbones, Amadan, and Alexander all lose a stamina from the strain of the exposure, and wake up with rather a lot of snow on them. The rest of the night passes uneventfully.
Kurex
"I suppose this is close enough to divine intervention to suffice." I curl up into my thick mage's robe (better than metal armor in that fashion)
DM (Ephesos)
When morning comes, it continues snowing. The only way you really know it's day is that the sky becomes a lighter shade of gray behind the snow.
Esstra
How deep is it now?
Amadan
I shake the snow off, then look at the sky again. Does the snow look like it'll be letting up any time soon?
DM (Ephesos)
You can't figure out if the snow is about to let up, and the stuff on the ground is more than a foot deep now.
As you cobble together a light breakfast (with food running a little low), you ponder your next move.
End Session.
